
Parachute Market Launches in Downtown Los Angeles

A quarterly conceptual marketplace featuring art, furniture, objects, comestibles, new and vintage

fashion by local artists and curators

Los Angeles, May 22, 2013—On June 22-23, Storefront presents its inaugural offering, Parachute

Market.   A conceptual quarterly marketplace showcasing furniture, objects, fine arts, sculpture, new

and vintage fashion by the next wave of Southern California artists, designers and collectors. The first

edition theme is “Psychedelic Summer,” referring to postmodern design with roots in psychedelia.

This thread of playfulness is evident in the work of participating designers and curators. Participating

designers and curators include Echo Park Pottery (Peter Shire), A Current Affair (Richard Wainwright),

Tanya Aguiñiga, AQQ Design, Jim Olarte, Brendan Ravenhill, Atelier de Troupe, Alma Allen, THVM,

Light in the Attic, Echo Park Craft Fair, and a food market by Lindy & Grundy’s Amelia Posada.

VENUE: 405 Mateo St., Los Angeles 90013 (Arts District).

WHEN: Saturday, June 22nd  12:00pm-7:00pm & Sunday, June 23rd 12:00pm-6:00pm 2013.

ADMISSION: General admission: $6.00 online, and $8.00 at the door. A percentage of  ticket sales will

be donated to Inner City Arts.

Parachute Summer 2013 Curators

Richard Wainwright a longtime collector of all things vintage, is co-curator of A Current Affair and a

private dealer specializing in designer and statement costume jewelry. NEW/FOUND is Wainwright’s

by appointment vintage concept studio in Downtown LA. www.newfoundla.com

Coryander Friend is a set designer, interior decorator, and curator of the by appointment vintage

collection, Storefront, in Downtown LA. storefrontla.com coryander.com

Jessica Hundley is a writer/director/producer who specializes in journalism, copywriting, film and

event production and will be joining Parachute as a co-curator.www.jessicahundley.com

Chef Amelia Posada is co-founder of Lindy & Grundy’s Meats, and committed to sustainability, buying

and eating locally. She will be providing a conscious and delicious food component .

About Parachute Market: Parachute Market is a quarterly seasonal market founded by Coryander

Friend. Parachute Market artists, designers and curators will present some of the most interesting
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decorative arts being produced in America, many of them based in or around the Downtown LA area.

A venue for designers to sell their work, Parachute Market patrons will have access to some of the

most inventive decorative design happening in Los Angeles.

About Storefront: Storefront, a vintage furniture and design collective, offering modernist and

industrial finds, as well as primitive and folk pieces. Storefront hosts temporary market events on a

revolving basis.
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